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Abstract

The generation of topographic internal waves (IWs) by the sum of an oscillatory and a steady flow is investigated experimentally

and with a linear model. The two forcing flows represent the combination of a tidal constituent and a weaker quasi-steady flow

interacting with an abyssal hill. The combined forcings cause a coupling between internal tides and lee waves that impacts their

dynamics of internal waves as well as the energy carried away. An asymmetry is observed in the structure of upstream and

downstream internal wave beams due to a Doppler shift effect. This asymmetry is enhanced for the narrowest ridge on which

a super-buoyancy (ω>N) downstream beam and an evanescent upstream beam are measured.

Energy fluxes are measured and compared with the linear model, that has been extended to account for the coupling mechanism.

The structure and amplitude of energy fluxes match well in most regimes, showing the relevance of the linear prediction for IW

wave energy budgets, while the energy flux toward IW beams is limited by the generation of periodic vortices in a particular

experiment. The upstream-bias energy flux - and consequently net horizontal momentum - described in Shakespeare [2020] is

measured in the experiments.

The coupling mechanism plays an important role in the pathway to IW induced mixing, that has previously been quantified

independently for lee waves and internal tides. Hence, future parameterizations of IW processes ought to include the coupling

mechanism to quantify its impact on the global distribution of mixing.
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Key Points.

◦ The dynamics of topographic internal waves generated by the sum of a

steady and oscillatory flow is studied for varying ridge shape.

◦ A topographically controlled asymmetry is measured in the energy fluxes

carried by the upstream and downstream IW beams.

◦ The asymmetry and the generation of nonlinear structures impact the

distribution of IW induced mixing in the ocean interior.

Abstract.3

The generation of topographic internal waves (IWs) by the sum of an os-4

cillatory and a steady flow is investigated experimentally and with a linear5

model. The two forcing flows represent the combination of a tidal constituent6

and a weaker quasi-steady flow interacting with an abyssal hill. The com-7

bined forcings cause a coupling between internal tides and lee waves that im-8

pacts their dynamics of internal waves as well as the energy carried away.9

An asymmetry is observed in the structure of upstream and downstream in-10

ternal wave beams due to a Doppler shift effect. This asymmetry is enhanced11

for the narrowest ridge on which a super-buoyancy (ω > N) downstream12

beam and an evanescent upstream beam are measured.13

Energy fluxes are measured and compared with the linear model, that has14

been extended to account for the coupling mechanism. The structure and15

amplitude of energy fluxes match well in most regimes, showing the relevance16

of the linear prediction for IW wave energy budgets, while the energy flux17

toward IW beams is limited by the generation of periodic vortices in a par-18

ticular experiment. The upstream-bias energy flux - and consequently net19
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horizontal momentum - described in Shakespeare [2020] is measured in the20

experiments.21

The coupling mechanism plays an important role in the pathway to IW22

induced mixing, that has previously been quantified independently for lee23

waves and internal tides. Hence, future parameterizations of IW processes24

ought to include the coupling mechanism to quantify its impact on the global25

distribution of mixing.26
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Plain language summary

When tides and currents interact with abyssal topographies, such as ridges and hills,27

they generate internal waves that propagate in the ocean interior. The energy transported28

by these waves sustains the largest scale oceanic motions. To improve our understanding29

of how and where energy is transferred to oceanic currents, an important step is to describe30

the fate of internal waves, from their generation to their breaking.31

Previous studies have independently described the dynamics of internal waves generated32

by tides, or by a steady current. Here we combine the two types of currents - a situation33

that is met at many oceanic sites - using laboratory experiments and a linear model. The34

combined currents cause an asymmetry in the internal wave structure. Internal waves are35

more energetic on the upstream side of the ridge, a phenomenon that is amplified when36

decreasing the ridge width. The measured energy matches the model prediction in all but37

one experiment. This gap is likely related to the formation of a vertical swirl close to the38

ridge that limits energy transfers to internal waves.39

These results contributes to improve our understanding of the internal wave dynamics40

and to better represent their effects in oceanic models.41

1. Introduction

Internal waves play an important role in sustaining the Meridional Overturning Circu-42

lation (MOC) by inducing a wide range of turbulent mixing processes [Sarkar and Scotti ,43

2017; MacKinnon et al., 2017]. Internal waves are predominantly generated either at the44

surface by wind fluctuations or at the ocean bottom by the interaction of flow with to-45

pography. Two seemingly independent classes of topographic internal waves have been46

distinguished in previous studies. In regions where strong barotropic tidal flows interact47
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with large scale topographies, such as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, internal waves are usu-48

ally organized as propagating beams called internal tides [Polzin et al., 1997; Gregg and49

Ozsoy , 1999; Melet et al., 2013a; Nycander , 2005, 2006; Buijsman et al., 2014]. On the50

other hand, in regions where a vigorous geostrophic eddy fields interact with smaller scale51

topographies such as in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, internal waves are organized52

as quasi-steady lee waves [Nikurashin and Ferrari , 2010a, b; Dossmann et al., 2016a;53

Yang et al., 2018; Zheng and Nikurashin, 2019]. The respective contributions of these two54

classes of internal waves to water-masses transformation have been assessed independently55

using the linear theory of Bell [1975] and semi-empirical parameterizations [St. Laurent56

et al., 2002; Polzin, 2009] leading to global estimates maps of internal wave mixing (e.g.57

Nikurashin and Ferrari [2011, 2013]; Melet et al. [2013b]).58

Barotropic tides coexist with quasi-steady flows at many internal wave generation sites.59

This observation motivated Shakespeare [2020] to revisit the classical linear internal wave60

generation theory of Bell [1975]. The combination of a barotropic tidal component and a61

steady flow causes a linear coupling between internal tides and lee waves that has not been62

accounted for in previous internal wave energy budgets. Bell [1975]’s theory was extended63

to include the coupling between multiple flow constituents. A new nomenclature was64

introduced to distinguish internal waves propagating as ’free beams’ from ’flow-trapped’65

waves that can only propagate in the presence of the flow that supports them.66

The extended linear theory predicts major changes in the internal wave dynamics owing67

to this coupling that affects:68
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• The energy fluxes to lee waves. Lee wave generation and induced mixing are largely69

cancelled (by up to 90%- in some key areas, such as the Drake Passage) and is overesti-70

mated by 13− 19% on a global scale using the classical approach.71

• The generation of internal tides beyond the critical latitudes. Doppler-shifted internal72

wave beams can propagate in regions where they would dissipate in the absence of a steady73

flow, hence modifying the spatical distribution of internal waves and subsequent mixing.74

• The existence of a net wave stress above abyssal hills. The linear coupling causes75

an asymmetry between the upstream and downstream internal tide beams generated over76

hills, which induces a net wave stress of 0.01 − 0.1 N/m2 (comparable to the local wind77

stress).78

Several limitations have been put forward by Shakespeare [2020] regarding the appli-79

cation of the classical and extended theory of Bell [1975]. First, the model is linear and80

does not account for finite amplitude effects that induce flow blocking and saturation in81

the supercritical regime. Second, the large uncertainties on the deep-ocean stratification82

and geostrophic flows lead to an important variability of internal wave energy, momentum83

and mixing budgets between studies.84

The use of laboratory experiments permits exploration of the dynamics of internal waves85

and the pathway to mixing in controlled parameter ranges that are relevant to real oceanic86

processes [Aguilar et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2007; Bourget et al., 2013; Dossmann et al.,87

2011, 2016b]. The turbulent regime is sufficient for the development of nonlinear processes88

leading to the direct cascade to mixing scales. In a previous experimental study, both89

the linear lee wave field predicted by Bell’s theory and a complex nonlinear dynamics in90

the boundary layer were captured using the light attenuation technique [Dossmann et al.,91
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2016a]. Mixing diagnostics were performed and showed that the nonlinear processes close92

to the topography overcome internal wave induced mixing in ocean relevant parameter93

regimes, highlighting the need to account for these effects in the mass and energy budgets94

of the Meridional Overturning Circulation [Todd , 2017; MacKinnon et al., 2017; Zheng95

and Nikurashin, 2019].96

The present work aims to describe the linear dynamics of topographic internal waves97

forced by the combination of an oscillatory flow and a steady flow, and to accurately98

quantify the associated energy flux. It relies on an experimental campaign for which the99

flow, topography and background stratification are precisely controlled and the flow dy-100

namics is measured at high space-time resolution. This idealized approach permits direct101

comparison of the linear energy flux estimated from the extended theory of Bell [1975]102

against measurements in an identical configuration, allowing the generation of internal103

waves as well as non-linear structures that also participate to mixing.104

The manuscript is organized as follows. In section 2, the extended linear theory is105

described and the different internal wave regimes are introduced. The experimental setup106

is presented in section 3. The internal wave dynamics and energy flux fields are described107

in sections 4 and 5. Implications for IW energy budgets in the ocean are discussed in108

section 6.109

2. Linear theory

2.1. Extended linear theory

In order to make meaningful comparisons with our experimental results, it is necessary110

to slightly extend previous models for linear internal wave generation by flow over topog-111

raphy to simultaneously include: (i) finite fluid depth, (ii) both steady and oscillatory112
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background flow, (iii) non-negligible excursion parameters, (iv) non-hydrostatic dynam-113

ics, and (v) a mechanism of dissipation for the waves. As such, the theory here can be114

thought of as generalising that of Bell [1975] and Shakespeare [2020] to include finite-depth115

and wave dissipation, or the theory of Shakespeare et al. [2020a] to include non-negligible116

excursion parameters.117

Here, the background flow of interest is a combined steady and oscillatory flow: U =118

Uc + U0 cosωt, where ω is the forcing frequency and t is time. For completeness, we will119

include a non-zero Coriolis parameter f and three-dimensionality in the following. The120

simplest starting point for our derivation is Equation (21)-(25) in Shakespeare et al. [2020a]121

which describes the vertical velocity w(x, y, z, t) and pressure p(x, y, z, t) associated with122

wave generation at the ocean bottom (z = −H) and a rigid-lid boundary condition at the123

ocean surface (z = 0):124

ŵn = ŵn|−H
e−imz−γz − eimz+γz

eimH+γH − e−imH−γH
, (1a)

and,

p̂n = −N
2 − ω2

n

mωn
ŵn|−H

e−imz−γz + eimz+γz

eimH+γH − e−imH−γH
, (1b)

where

m = sgn(ωn)K

√
N2 − ω2

n

ω2
n − f 2

, (1c)

is the vertical wavenumber, K =
√
k2 + l2 is the horizontal wavenumber modulus, and

γ = αm
ωn(2N2 − ω2

n − f 2)

2(N2 − ω2
n)(ω2

n − f 2)
, (1d)

is the decay rate per unit wavelength, with γ � m for valid solutions. The magnitude of125

this decay rate is determined by the Rayleigh drag α (in inverse seconds) — this damping126
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is used as a purely numerical tool herein, as will be explained below. Equation (1) may be127

generalised to include steady and tidal flows, and large excursion distances, by summing128

over intrinsic frequencies for each harmonic129

ωn = nω + k ·Uc. (2)

where n is the harmonic number, and the Fourier transform in x and y of the total

vertical velocity is thus

ŵ(k, l, z, t) =
∞∑

n=−∞

ŵn e
iωnt, (3)

and similarly for pressure. The bottom boundary condition on the vertical velocity, as-130

sociated with the no-normal flow condition (i.e. w = U ·∇h for topographic height h in131

the small amplitude approximation) gives132

ŵn|−H = iωnĥ Jn

(
k ·U0

ω

)
, (4)

where Jn is the order n Bessel function of the first kind (see, for example, Bell [1975];133

Shakespeare [2020]).134

The solution in this form is expressed in a coordinate frame x0 following the total flow135

U (that is, x = x0 +
∫ t
0
U dt′ where x is the Eulerian position, and x0 the flow-following136

coordinate). We use the above solutions to compute the theoretical energy flux as a137

function of time and space via138

F (x, y, z, t) = F−1[ŵe−ik·Uct]F−1[p̂e−ik·Uct], (5)

where F−1 = 1/(4π2)
∫ ∫

e−i(kx+ly)dk dl denotes the inverse Fourier transform. To cal-139

culate these inverse Fourier transforms numerically, the vertical velocity and pressure140
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fields must decay towards the boundaries of the (numerical) domain; otherwise, the waves141

continuously wrap around and the numerical solution is meaningless. The decay of the142

wave fields is ensured by turning the Rayleigh drag α in (1d) to a sensible value (interested143

readers are referred to Shakespeare et al. [2020b] for a discussion of the impact α on the144

wave field).145

2.2. Internal wave regimes

Four internal wave regimes are expected due to the combination of a steady and an146

oscillatory forcing flow. The linearization of Euler’s equation under the Boussinesq ap-147

proximation leads to the following dispersion relation for internal waves:148

ω̃2 = N2 sin θ2 + f 2 cos θ2, (6)

with ω̃ = ω − k · Uc, N and f the intrinsic internal wave frequency, the Brunt-Väisälä149

frequency and the local Coriolis parameter. Here, ω is the frequency of the oscillatory150

flow, k · Uc is a quasi Doppler frequency shift induced by the geostrophic flow Uc onto151

the internal wave of horizontal wavenumber k, and θ is the angle of the group velocity152

with respect to the horizontal. Equation (6) implies that f < |ω̃| < N for propagating153

internal waves. Depending on the signs of |k ·Uc|/ω (the dot-product of the inverse wave154

phase speed and the steady flow velocity) and ω̃ four non-evanescent bands are allowed:155

lee waves, upstream and downstream beams, and tidal lee waves. The four bands are156

represented in Fig. 1a. in the non-rotating case.157

The first non-evanescent band, indicated by the solid red line in Fig. 1a. corresponds158

to the classical lee wave generation by the steady forcing (ω = 0, f < |k · Uc| < N)159

downstream of the steady flow.160
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There are two non-evanescent bands (blue shaded areas in Fig. 1a) with positive intrinsic161

frequencies ω̃ > 0, one in the upstream direction (k ·Uc/ω < 0, f−|k ·Uc| < ω < N−|k ·162

Uc|), and one in the downstream direction (k ·Uc/ω > 0, f + |k ·Uc| < ω < N + |k ·Uc|).163

In these two bands, the internal wave field is organized as beams propagating upstream164

and downstream of the flow. The dispersion relation for the downstream and upstream165

beams are shown in Figs 1b and c for the three experimental ridges. In particular internal166

waves are able to propagate in regions where ω > N (superbuoyancy downstream beam)167

or ω < f (subinertial upstream beam).168

In the downstream direction, non-evanescent IWs with ω̃ < 0 are allowed in the band169

|k · Uc| − N < ω < |k · Uc| − f (red shaded areas in Fig. 1a). In this band, IWs are170

organized as a steady lee wave field at larger wavenumber than classical lee waves and171

which only exists in the presence of a barotropic forcing. The term tidal lee waves was172

introduced by Shakespeare [2020] to refer to this IW regime.173

Three of the four internal wave regimes generated by the combination of a steady and174

an oscillatory flow are shown in Fig.2 using the extended linear model described in the175

previous section. The two forcing flows are artificially uncoupled in Fig.2a, in which176

one identifies the generation of symmetrical internal tidal beams on either side of the177

ridge as well as lee waves. Turning on the coupling leads to more complex dynamics.178

The symmetry between the upstream beam and the downstream beam is broken by the179

presence of the steady flow as will be discussed in section 4. Lee waves are still generated180

on the downstream side, but their amplitude is weakened by the coupling mechanism. For181

the chosen forcing parameters, the generation of tidal lee waves is limited by the relatively182

small value of the steady flow, as will be the case in the experiments.183
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In this work experiments are performed in a non-rotating, strongly stratified flow. The184

effects of rotation on the IW dynamics are neglected on the experiment timescale. The185

dispersion relation (6) can therefore be simplified to ω = N sin(θ) − |k · Uc| for the186

upstream beam and ω = N sin(θ) + |k · Uc| for the downstream beam, as shown in187

Fig. 1. The mean excursion distance parameter ε̄ = |k ·Uc|/ω is introduced to quantify188

the relative magnitude of the quasi-Doppler shift, and hence the asymmetry between the189

upstream and downstream beams. The beam horizontal wavenumber is not prescribed190

by the dispersion relation, but scaled by the topographic width. Hence, the asymmetry191

between the upstream and downstream beams is expected to be enhanced for strong192

steady flows impinging on smaller scale topographies.193

The experimental campaign aims to describe the internal wave field induced by the194

combined forcings and the effect of the asymmetry on the transported energy fluxes.195

3. Experimental set-up

3.1. Apparatus

Experiments have been performed in a 5.26 m long, 20 cm wide and 40 cm high perspex196

tank in the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics laboratory at ANU. The air temperature is197

controlled at 20 ± 1◦C. The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 3. The tank is filled198

with the double-bucket technique using two drums, one initially filled with brine and199

the other with freshwater. The drums are filled with hot water to allow an efficient salt200

dissolution. A fixed volume of 10 mL of red food dye is added to the drum filled with201

brine. It is used as a passive tracer for salinity as described in the following subsection.202

The tank is filled to a height of H ≈ 27 cm in approximately three hours using two203

floating devices. The slow flow rate allows a linear stratification to be obtained over the204
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fluid depth, while shallow mixed layers of less than 1 cm are observed close to the tank205

bottom and free surface, due to boundary exchanges. In most fills the two drums have206

been prepared 24 hours before the start of the fill to achieve temperature equilibrium207

between water and air. Several fills have been carried out with water hotter than air,208

which led to the formation of double diffusive layers. These layers had no visible impact209

on the internal wave dynamics and permitted observation of the interfacial displacement210

using the shadowgraph technique in qualitative experiments.211

For most experiments, a constant Brunt-Väisälä frequency N0 = 0.7 rad/s is set, with212

N0 =
√
−g/ρ0 × dρ̄/dz. g = 9.81 m/s2, ρ0 = 1000 kg/m3, ρ̄ and z are the gravity, the213

reference density, the density profile and the vertical coordinate with the origin at the214

tank bottom, respectively. In total, 14 fills have been performed during the experimental215

campaign, for which the forcing parameters were varied.216

The forcing is performed by towing a bidimensional ridge of Gaussian shape over the217

length of the tank, at the free surface of the fluid. The ridge profile is given by218

h(x) = h0 exp
(
− (krx)2

)
, (7)

where x is the horizontal coordinate with the origin at the center of the ridge base,219

h0 = 3.5 cm is the ridge height and kr is the characteric horizontal wavenumber. Ex-220

periments have been performed with three different ridges of varying e-folding width221

lr = 1/kr = 1.5 cm (ridge A), lr = 5 cm (ridge B) and lr = 16 cm (ridge C). The222

ridges are attached to a 80 cm long plate to allow for boundary layers to develop during223

motion. The weight of the plate is adjusted so that the ridge is completely submerged,224

and the flat section of the plate lies a few millimeters below the free surface. The ridge225

motion is controlled by a Smartmotor interface via a wire attached to a rotating cylinder.226
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The program independently controls a steady and an oscillatory rotation of the cylinder,227

which respectively impose a constant velocity Uc and an oscillatory velocity U0 cos(ωt) to228

the ridge. The ridge transits 1 to 20 times over the length of the tank during an experi-229

ment. The flow is decelerated/accelerated over 30 cms close to the end walls to ensure a230

continuous forcing velocity.231

Hence, this configuration permits simulation of the combined effects of a geostrophic232

and a barotropic forcing interacting with an oceanic ridge. The relative magnitude of the233

two forcings as well as the tidal period can be adjusted to reach a parameter space relevant234

for oceanic configurations. The initially linear stratification represents the regular density235

gradient in the deep ocean.236

Five selected experiments showing different aspects of the asymmetric generation of237

free beams - which are the main source of IW energy transport over hills apart from the238

Southern Ocean - are discussed in the following sections. Table 1 summarizes the relevant239

parameters of the experiments.240

3.2. Light attenuation technique

The light attenuation technique infers local density from absorption measurements at241

high spatial resolution [Allgayer and Hunt , 1991; Hacker et al., 1996; Sutherland et al.,242

2012]. This method has previously been used to describe the dynamics of internal waves243

generated in the lee of a moving topography as well as the induced mixing [Dossmann244

et al., 2016a].245

The light absorption A(x, z, t) = log(I0(x, z)/I(x, z, t) due to the red food dye is mea-246

sured using the intensity field from a reference image (I0(x, z)) and from an image recorded247

in the course of the experiment I(x, z, t). The initial concentration of red dye is chosen248
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such the absorption law is in the linear (Beer-Lambert) regime: A = ελWc, where εr, W249

and c are the extinction coefficient for the red component of the camera sensor, the tank250

width and the dye concentration.251

A calibration is applied using two density samples from the flow to eventually convert252

absorption values to cross-tank averaged density anomalies ∆ρ(x, z, t) at each pixel. A253

median filter is applied over 10 pixels in the two directions to remove measurement noise.254

The reader can refer to Dossmann et al. [2016a] for a detailed description of the light255

attenuation technique. A LED panel of dimensions 100 cm×60 cm is placed to illuminate256

to central part of the tank. Images are recorded in RAW format at 14 bits using a257

Nikon D300 DSLR camera equipped with a 200 mm telephoto lens. The camera is placed258

approximately 6 m away from the tank to minimize parallax effects.259

4. Internal wave dynamics

In this section we investigate the dynamics induced by the flow/ridge interaction for260

varying the mean excursion distance parameter ε̄ and forcing frequency ω/N . In experi-261

ments II to V, the ridge is moving rightwards at a constant velocity Uc = 2 mm/s, which262

represents a leftwards steady flow. Hence the downstream (upstream) region is at the left263

(right) side of the ridge.264

In the absence of the steady forcing flow (ε̄ = 0) the generation of symmetrical internal265

wave beams on the two sides of the ridge is measured in experiment I. (Fig. 4). The266

beams are in phase opposition and their angle matches the expected angle from the linear267

dispersion relation. The high mode internal wave field is superimposed on a background268

wave field likely due to fast propagating low modes reflecting at the tank walls.269
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The steady flow is then turned on in experiment II (ε̄ = 0.09), for the same ridge and270

forcing frequency as in experiment I (5). The generation of sharp beams occurs on both271

sides of the ridge with an important asymmetry between the upstream and downstream272

beams. The upstream beam shows a larger amplitude and is steeper than the downstream273

beam. The linear prediction of the beam angles including the steady flow is shown by274

the dashed lines in Fig. 5. Both beam angles match the linear dispersion relation. The275

slow rightwards ridge motion induces the periodic formation of a vortex on the lee side of276

the ridge as seen at t = 0.71T (circled). This vortex only forms when the oscillatory and277

steady forcings are combined and is likely to contribute to mixing in the vicinity of the278

ridge.279

Decreasing the ridge width in experiment III leads to a larger value of ε̄ = 0.36 (see280

Fig. 6). Again sharp internal wave beams form periodically on the two sides of the281

ridge, with a larger angle difference between the upstream and downstreams beams than282

in experiment II. Contrary to experiment II, no vortex is observed close to the ridge.283

This indicates that the generation of this non-linear structure in the boundary layer is284

dependent on the shape of the topography.285

The Doppler shift induced by the steady flow interacting with a sufficiently narrow ridge286

allows for the generation of a superbuoyancy IW beam in experiment IV (ε̄ = 0.20 and287

ω/N = 1.21, Fig. 6)). The propagating beam is generated on the downstream side on288

the ridge, while evanescent waves remain on the upstream side as predicted by the regime289

diagram in Fig. 1a. The superbuoyancy beam interferes with propagating subharmonic290

internal waves with a similar amplitude.291
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The asymmetry between the upstream and downstream dynamics is illustrated with on292

horizontal spacetime diagrams measured at mid-depth for exp II-IV in Fig. 8. The larger293

amplitude and shorter wavelength of the upstream beam are clearly visible in exps II-III.294

In exp IV, the periodic density anomalies do not propagate on the upstream side (as shown295

by the absence of slope in the spacetime diagram) while the subcritical downstream beam296

and a supercritical subharmonic beam propagate on the downstream side.297

Finally, the ridge width is increased to the largest value of 16 cm in experiment V,298

while keeping the same steady velocity and forcing frequency as in exp I-III (Fig. 9).299

Hence the mean excursion parameter ε = 0.03 is small relative to previous experiments300

and one expects a weak asymmetry between the downstream and upstream sides. In fact,301

periodic density anomalies with a horizontal scale comparable to lr are generated by the302

ridge motion. These anomalies appear to be dominated by propagating low modes - by303

constrast with the sharper beams in exp I-IV. No asymmetry in the beams is measured304

in this experiment.305

5. Energy Flux

The measured asymmetry between the upstream and downstream beams impacts the306

energy fluxes, J(x, z, t) = pv, carried by internal waves and eventually the induced mix-307

ing. The direct measure of energy fluxes remains an experimental challenge as it relies308

on the simultaneous measurements of the pressure and velocity fields. While it is possi-309

ble to perform simultaneous measurements of velocity fields with other fields related to310

density and their derivatives to assess buoyancy fluxes, the authors are not aware of an311

experimental technique to directly measure the pressure anomaly field.312
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The method developed by Allshouse et al. [2016]; Lee et al. [2018] is applied to extract313

the linear energy flux radiated away by internal wave beams. In this method the pressure314

field is calculating from a Green’s function method using the density anomaly field while315

the velocity field is obtained by integrating the continuity equation using the incompress-316

ibility assumption. This method was tested on experimental Schlieren data which provides317

density gradient fields that are then integrated to obtain density anomalies. Agreement318

with Navier-Stokes simulations was obtained for small-amplitude internal wave field. In319

the present work the density anomalies are directly measured from the light attenuation320

technique, which suppresses the spatial integration step. Instantaneous energy fluxes are321

calculated using the Matlab GUI EnergyFlux introduced by Allshouse et al. [2016]. Their322

mean contribution is post-processed and compared with the energy fluxes calculated from323

the extended linear theory described in 2.1 in Fig. 10.324

When no steady flow is present, the energy flux is focussed in the symmetrical beams325

generated on either side of the ridge (exp I, Fig.10a. and d.). The predicted and ex-326

perimental flux fields closely match in amplitude and direction. Adding a steady flow327

leads to an asymmetry in both the shape and the amplitudes of the energy carried away328

by the beams as described in section 4. In both experiments II (ε̄ = 0.36, Fig10c. and329

f.) and III (ε̄ = 0.09 Fig. 10b. and e.), the steady flow increases the energy flux in the330

upstream beam relative to the downstream beam. The experimental beam amplitudes are331

twice as large in exp II (ridge B) as in exp III (ridge C), showing the strong topographic332

control exerted by the ridge slope on the energy fluxes. The theoretical and experimental333

amplitudes are similar in the narrower ridge experiment III, however the linear energy334

fluxes are overestimated by a typical factor of 2 in exp II. A plausible explanation for335
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this overestimation is that other nonlinear processes are at play in exp II that lead to a336

saturation in the energy fluxes carried away by the linear IW beams. This explanation is337

consistent with the observation of a vertical vortex generated every tidal period in exp II338

(Fig. 5).339

A visible beam doubling appears in both the predicted and experimental mean fluxes340

when measured in the Eulerian frame (exp II and III) owing to the relatively large value341

of the tidal excursion parameter. When measured in the co-tidal frame, the mean energy342

flux is focussed in a single beam as shown for exp I.343

6. Discussion

The combination of a steady flow and an oscillatory flow impinging up on a topography344

leads to the generation of internal waves on both sides of the ridge in all selected experi-345

ments, except for exp IV in which the Doppler-shift prevents the generation of upstream346

internal waves. The latter case is one where downstream internal waves are ’flow-trapped’347

as they can only propagate in the presence of the steady flow [see the discussion of Shake-348

speare, 2020]. In experiments I, II, and III internal waves are organized as propagating349

’free beams’ that are modified by the steady flow but would still propagate if the steady350

flow is cancelled. These waves are asymmetric in their direction of propagation, their am-351

plitude and their wavelength. The asymmetry is increased by increasing the magnitude of352

the steady flow and by decreasing the ridge width. The beam angles agree well with the353

extended dispersion relation, including a Doppler-shift, showing that these IWs propagate354

in a linear fashion. All experiments were performed in regimes where the internal wave355

field is dominated by propagating upstream and downstream beams relative to lee waves356
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owing to the small values of the steady flow. Hence, the signature of lee waves is not357

visible in the density anomalies, nor in the energy fluxes.358

The processed energy flux fields are successfully compared against the extended linear359

theory described in section 2.1. The presence of a steady flow induces a larger amplitude360

and greater energy flux in the upstream beam compared with the downstream beam.361

The Doppler-shift leads to a more efficient barotropic to baroclinic conversion as the362

upstream beam approaches the near-critical regime described in Dossmann et al. [2011]363

while the downstream beam slope flattens. The measured asymmetry confirms the larger364

integrated energy fluxes measured on the upstream side of ocean ridges and consequently365

the existence of a net wave stress over abyssal hills proposed in Shakespeare [2020], noting366

that these experiments are performed in a limited framework compared with the ocean367

(non-rotating, single tidal forcing). Partial cancellation of the energy flux is expected368

when including multi-tidal forcing. Future experiments will focus on quantifying this369

cancellation by superimposing several tidal components in the oscillatory flow.370

The steady flow amplitude is too weak to observe the generation of non-linear bound-371

ary layer structures (hydraulic jump, topographic blocking) described in Dossmann et al.372

[2016a]. However the coupling between the steady and oscillatory flows leads to the gen-373

eration of periodic vortices that are likely to participate to mixing close to the topography374

and limit the energy transfer toward IW beams. The conditions for the generation of these375

vortices and their contribution to mixing relative to internal waves will be investigated in376

a companion experimental study.377

The pathway to internal wave induced mixing in the ocean is likely to be affected378

by the coupling between the steady flow and the oscillatory flow. Internal wave mixing379
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processes are classified as either far-field or near-field, depending whether the internal wave380

energy escapes the generation site as propagating low-modes and dissipates elsewhere, or381

is dissipated in the vicinity of the topography through the breaking of higher mode internal382

waves. The various routes for far-field and near-field internal wave dissipation are reviewed383

by MacKinnon et al. [2017].384

Low mode internal waves, generated by large scale topograpy (order 100 kms) are appar-385

ently unaffected by the presence of a steady flow, as illustrated in experiment V and con-386

sistent with theory predicting a weak Doppler shift at small wavenumber kr. However, the387

remote breaking process of these waves involves a direct cascade of energy through scat-388

tering by topography, breaking at continental slopes, interactions with mesoscale steady389

flows and eddies Dunphy and Lamb [2014], and wave-wave interaction through Paramet-390

ric Subharmonic Instability [MacKinnon et al., 2013]. These mechanisms induce internal391

waves at larger wavenumber that can be subject to the Doppler shift in the presence of a392

steady flow or other tidal constituents. The role of the Doppler shift in the pathway to393

mixing for low mode internal tides is yet to be investigated.394

For high mode internal waves generated at smaller scale abyssal hills of order 10 kms, the395

nearfield pathway to mixing is directly affected by the Doppler shift as seen in experiment396

II-IV. Several processes are likely to be involved in transfer of energy to the scales of397

mixing directly above the topography, such as interactions with a background internal398

wave field, convective instability Buhler and Muller [2009] and the PSI mechanism. The399

mixing efficiency of these mechanisms are controlled by the amplitude and wavenumber400

of the internal wave beams [Joubaud et al., 2012; Bourget et al., 2013]. In particular, the401

dominant sites for generation of high modes internal tides at abyssal hills are the mid-402
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ocean ridges in the Atlantic and western Indian Oceans. At these sites, the asymmetry403

is particularly favored by the combination of the large topographic roughness of order 10404

kms, an efficient barotropic to baroclinic conversion of the M2 tide, and the existence of405

a steady flow. In fact, a global map of the mean excursion distance parameter shows that406

ε̄ ≈ 0.1 around mid-ocean ridges (Fig. 11), which is the range for asymmetric internal407

wave beam in the present experiments. The present work and Shakespeare [2020]) (their408

Fig. 11) suggest that nearfield diapycnal mixing processes are enhanced on the upstream409

side of abyssal hills. On the other hand, in regions where strong quasi-steady flows interact410

with abyssal roughness, as shown by the red patches in Fig. 11, the generation of lee waves411

is likely to be locally cancelled in specific areas due to the interaction with the M2 forcing412

flow as in the Drake Passage.413

In recent works, new process dependent parameterizations of mixing have been pro-414

posed to represent the 3D distribution of mixing both in the near-field and in the far-field415

(relative to internal wave generation sites) using Lagrangian beam tracing from sources416

to sinks [de Lavergne et al., 2019, 2020]. Four dissipative processes have been identified,417

including the generation of high mode internal waves at abyssal hills. Global maps of in-418

ternal tide dissipation have been produced by summing the independent contributions of419

the three main tidal components (M2, S2 and K1). The coupling between these tidal con-420

stituents and with the steady flow is not accounted for but is likely to affect the geography421

of internal wave sources - by the partial energy transfers between different tidal compo-422

nents - and sinks - by modifying the path taken by internal wave beams to their breaking423

site. Consequently, the role played by the coupling process on the global distribution of424

mixing is a key property to investigate with the proposed parameterizations.425
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Exp Uc (cm/s) U0 (cm/s) ridge ω/N ε̄

I 0 2 B 0.66 0

II 0.2 2 B 0.66 0.09

III 0.2 2 A 0.70 0.36

IV 0.2 2 A 1.21 0.20

V 0.2 2 C 0.76 0.03

Table 1. Experimental parameters. The experiment is carried out several times to

vary the duration of forcing sequences. The latter are separated by resting sequences to

allow for measurements of the background stratification.
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Figure 1. a. Regimes diagram for internal waves in the presence of an oscillatory and a

steady forcing flow. The blue line and the blue shaded area are the non-evanescent bands for

pure internal tides and free beams. The red line and the red shaded area are the non-evanescent

bands for lee waves and tidal lee waves. The symbols ♦, © and + show the experiments with

ridge A, B and C, respectively.

b. and c. Linear dispersion relations for internal waves in the presence of a steady flow for the

downstream (b) and upstream beams (c) for ridges A (solid), B (dashed) and C (dotted).

Figure 2. Vertical velocity (m/s) field for internal wave generation over a Gaussian ridge

using the extended linear theory of Bell [1975] for independent (a.) and coupled (b.) forcings.

The solid arrows show the relative magnitude of the oscillatory (2 cm/s) and steady (0,4 cm/s)

flows. The dashed and dotted-dashed arrows indicate the phase propagation in the upstream

and downstream beams. The topography is shown shaded in red.
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Figure 3. Sketch of the experimental apparatus. The tank is filled using the double-bucket

technique with a linearly stratified fluid. The Step motor is computer-controlled to impose a

steady (blue arrow) and oscillatory (red arrow) forcing motion to the ridge in Exps II-V, which

generates internal wave beams in the body of the flow. The steady motion is set to zero in Exp

I. The blue rectangle indicates the measurement area for the light attenuation technique.

Figure 4. Exp I: Density anomaly field ∆ρ (kg/m)3 (Uc = 0 cm/s, U0 = 2 cm/s, ω/N = 0.66,

ridge B). The dashed lines show the beam angles predicted by linear theory.
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Figure 5. Exp II: Density anomaly field ∆ρ (kg/m)3 (Uc = 0.2 cm/s, U0 = 2 cm/s, ω/N = 0.66,

ridge B). The steady ridge motion is to the right of the field. The dashed lines show the beam

angles predicted by linear theory. The formation of a vortex on the downstream side of the ridge

is shown by the purple dashed circle at t = 0.71 T.

.
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Figure 6. Exp III: Density anomaly field ∆ρ (kg/m)3 (Uc = 0.2 cm/s, U0 = 2 cm/s,

ω/N = 0.70, ridge A). The dashed lines show the beam angles predicted by linear theory.
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Figure 7. Exp IV: Density anomaly field ∆ρ (kg/m)3 (Uc = 0.2 cm/s, U0 = 2 cm/s, ω/N =

1.21, ridge A).
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Figure 8. Density anomaly space-time diagrams at mid-depth for Exps III (a.), II (b.) and

IV (c.). The dashed lines indicates the movement of the ridge due to the steady motion. The

whitespace in (c) is where data are unavailable due to the limited camera buffer.
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Figure 9. Exp V: Density anomaly field ∆ρ (kg/m)3 (Uc = 0.2 cm/s, Uo = 2 cm/s, ω/N = 0.76,

ridge C).
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Figure 10. Mean energy fluxes measured in the experiments (top panels) and assessed from

the extended Bell’s theory (bottom panels) for Exp I (a, d), Exp II (b, e) and Exp III (c, f)
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Figure 11. Mean excursion distance parameter ε̄ = k × Uc/ωM2 for the M2 tidal frequency,

where k is the abyssal hill cut-off wavenumber. The steady near-bottom velocity Uc is obtained

from 5-day averaged near-bottom velocities issued from the ACCESS-OM2-01 0.10 resolution

global ocean-ice model [Kiss et al., 2020]. Abyssal hill topography is sourced from Goff [2010]

.
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